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america the great. no more birth control, so that means that they have to have more people. that is
what the democrats want. we should have less people because we cant sustain us. population must
crash. the abortion is no better than murder. we have lots of homeless people and now the heroin

problem because we are becoming a bunch of sinners who wont even control our population.
america is a nation of good people being controlled by selfish individual whores. the liberals are not
protecting the families that they should because they dont like people living in their own home. their
going to make it as hard to get a home as possible. this is not the america that the founding fathers
created. its scary.. its being taken over by the world of immoral people, and its breeding more and
more people who will all be sick and corrupt. the democratic party hates god and love all sin. they
love the liberal drug dealers. the democratic party wants to love what god hates. its really sad the

most important number to look for is the number of abortions. trump is the only real candidate who
wants to bring the issue of abortion to a halt. its caused by the democrats for years, and until trump

got elected. the democrats play dirty politics but its fine with them. so now the government will
never regulate the horrible issue of abortion. good luck with that. still why are the people who vote
for democrats still going to have more children. not that they wont be happy to have many children
but its still like - oh well. its much better to be happy and rich in the us than have many children and

be poor and happy in any other country. why would anyone want to live here. we have more
terrorists than any other country in the world. we cant even keep our own people safe.
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In August 2019, the first Zombies patch was released for Black Ops 4 after five years. It included four
new weapons, Zombie VIPs, and many changes to the game mode. First of all, the new weapons
added are the Ares, the Revenant, the Demoman, the Squash, the Flare, the Ghost Gun, and the

Copperhead. They are all new, redefined versions of the classic flamethrowers and buckshot
shotguns from Call of Duty: Black Ops 4. Each of them have a special ability that can only be used

when the perk is active. Also, the 14 new Zombie VIPs can be recruited by players, but it is now
possible to kill them no longer, and get their special abilities. This is known as a death penalty for
every last zombie. Some zombies have special abilities, such as Demoman zombies have a faster
sprint speed and deal more damage, or the VIP Demoman can deal damage with his fire-based

weapon. The Revenant zombies can only be killed by the 'If you can hear it, you can kill it' mechanic,
otherwise they will jump around the map and deal damage. The Zombot, ghost, and zombicide

classes can be recruited by the player. Finally, the Ghost is a brand new gun class that fires a very
explosive bullet. There is also a new objective called Hog Wild which rewards the players and
opposing team with the standard killstreaks and scorestreaks. In September 2019, the second

Zombies patch was released for Black Ops 4 after nine years. It included a new weapons that players
have never seen, the Electric Rifle, XOLOftheCentury, and the Meca-3000. Also, the Gatling can be
used by Demoman's, which, as of this update, is its own class. There is also a new Objective for the
first time in the game, named S.L.O.F.T, which is available in both its permutations, however, only
one of them is present in campaign. The S.L.O.F.T base on Hellraid' map is split into two "zones",
however, one of them is smaller than the other, and only one of them is teleported to the Small

Island Map. The player are only allowed to approach the S.L.O.F.T base from one direction, however,
they can either approach it from the sky, which is quicker, or enter through the gate to the Small

Island Map. 5ec8ef588b
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